Silicone Construction Sealants
do a better job . . .
in more jobs than one.

This versatile family of silicone construction sealants from General Electric is the ultimate in glazing, sealing and weatherproofing.

The Products

**SILGLAZE® N**
Translucent Glazing Sealant
The advanced technology silicone sealant for channel, stop and butt glazing, providing:
- Translucency
- Primerless adhesion
- ±50% joint movement capability
- 6-9 minute tooling time

**GESIL® N**
General Purpose Weatherproofing Sealant
The advanced technology, high-performance silicone sealant for shop glazing and curtainwall and perimeter sealing applications, delivering:
- A wide range of colors
- Primerless adhesion
- ±50% joint movement capability
- 6-9 minute tooling time
- 50-year durability

**SCS 1000**
Contractors Sealant
The general purpose glazing and sealing product with performance and price equal to competitive acetoxy sealants, offering:
- Primerless adhesion to glass and metal
- 3-5 minute tooling time
- ±25% joint movement capability
- Wide range of colors plus translucent

**SILPRUF®**
Weatherproofing Sealant
The architect's choice for joints up to an inch or more where long tooling time and the ability to withstand high joint movement are required, delivering:
- Excellent adhesion to a wide range of substrates
- ±50% joint movement capability
- 30 minute tooling time
- A wide range of colors

**SCS 1200**
Construction Sealant
The high strength construction sealant of choice for premium structural glazing applications, offering:
- A tensile strength of 450 psi
- 5-7 day cure time
- A wide range of colors, plus translucent
- FDA/USDA status

The Back-Up

When you make us your sealant supplier, you get the benefit of some important extras. Like technical know-how. Local availability. And quick delivery. To help you get the job done right...the first time...every time. For complete product information, contact us today.

When performance counts, count on GE Silicones.

S&S SALES CORPORATION
12030 West Silver Spring Road
Milwaukee, WI 53225
(414) 464-8550
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GENERAL ELECTRIC SILICONES
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BUILT-UP ROOFING
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Rawl
Speed-Lock™ Toggle Bolt
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Cuts installation time in half.
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vibration resistant.
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Specify PAC-CLAD

Triad Building
Owner: Northland Development Co.

Architect: M. Thomas Hall Architects
Subcontractor: Bernard Dalen, Inc.

to assure the metalwork
on your next project is
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- Full Kynar 500®
- 24 ga. and 22 ga. steel
- .032 through .080 aluminum
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- Twenty year warranty
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When an industry changes dramatically over a 10 year period, it is usually very noticeable. In the construction field, not many industries have changed more dramatically than roofing in terms of new products, improved applications and greater understanding.

According to data compiled by the Ducker Research Co., roofing contractors installed 905 million square feet of hot BUR on new construction and reroofing flat roofs in 1983, giving it a 46% share of the flat roof market. By comparison, single-ply roofing held a 30% share of the same market, while all other systems combined accounted for the remaining 24%. Furthermore, the use of BUR has held its own since 1980 despite intense new product competition from single-ply roofing. Despite single-ply’s recent market share gains, in 1980 1,452 million square feet of BUR were laid down, compared with 1,366 million square feet in 1983.

Components Of A BUR
As to the quality of BUR today, there is no question it has improved over the last 10 years. There has been a 100% improvement in BUR. Seventy-five percent can be attributed to better products and 25% to better applications.

The traditional BUR system, custom built at the jobsite, is composed of a structural deck, thermal insulation and a multilayered (hence the name built-up) membrane. Most systems also include flashing, an indispensable accessory for sealing and waterproofing joints where the membrane meets gravel stops, walls curbs, expansion joints, vents and drains. All of these components work together to maintain a comfortable interior environment while keeping moisture out.

The glass fiber felt represents one of the greatest improvements in this past decade of BUR technology. Today it represents the predominant felt in the commercial roofing market.

Applying The BUR
Three things are essential for long roof life — good design, good materials and good workmanship. Because the BUR membrane is essentially manufactured at the jobsite, good workmanship is especially important.

On new buildings with steel decks the contractor will probably install two layers of insulation, mechanically fastening the first layer to the deck, adhering the second layer to the first with hot bitumen, offsetting the joints of the second layer from those of the first. Mechanically attaching the first layer of insulation firmly, anchors the roofing system to the deck, preventing blowoffs.

When a building is to be reroofed, roofing contractors generally apply the required insulation with hot bitumen rather than mechanically fastening the first layer as they do in new construction.

Once the insulation is in place, three to five layers of fiber glass felts are applied in bitumen, then the top surface of the roof membrane is covered with a flood coat of hot bitumen. This becomes the membrane's first line of moisture protection. The aggregate is embedded in the hot bitumen. The gravel is used to resist ultraviolet degradation.

Single Ply Roofing
Built-up roofing has been the undisputed industry leader for more than 100 years. But in the early 1970's a class of products called single-ply began a roofing revolu-
tion, bringing with it the notion that one ply of rubber, plastic, or modified bitumen could protect a building as well as BUR. Today, several single-ply products and installation techniques are available that offer low cost and convenience. While the profusion of systems may make choosing the right roofing more complicated, it also increases the architect’s chances of finding the system with the best characteristics for the particular job.

The Ducker Research Co. found that in 1983 single-plys accounted for about 30% of all roofing membrane materials used for flat roofing in the United States. A survey conducted by the National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA) showed results similar to Ducker’s. In a random sample of jobs completed by its members, the Association found that single-ply use increased from less than 1% of all roofs applied in 1977 to 30% in 1982.

Generic Class
Based on their formulation and performance characteristics, single-ply membranes may be divided into the following four categories.

1. **VULCANIZED ELASTOMERS** are resilient, rubber-like membranes that can return to their original shape after stretching. They are thermosetting materials, which means they harden when heated. Elastomers are usually sealed at the seams with contact adhesive.

2. **NON-VULCANIZED ELASTOMERS** are not resilient when they are first installed, but cure in place to a rubber-like substance. In their uncured state they may be field-seamed using heat or solvent welding.

3. **THERMOPLASTICS** remain somewhat deformed after stretching because they soften when heated or when exposed to solvents. Thermoplastic membranes may be welded together with heat guns or chemicals.

4. **MODIFIED BITUMENS** are composed of a polyester or fiber glass mat sandwiched between two layers of polymer-modified bitumen. The roofing may be applied and seamed with hot asphalt or mastics. It is also possible to install the membrane with its own bitumen by melting a portion of the bitumen with a propane torch.

Application Methods
The most common application methods for single-ply membrane are ballasted, fully adhered, partially adhered and mechanically fastened.

In ballasted systems, the membrane is attached to the roof only at the perimeters. It is held in place everywhere else by the weight of the gravel or concrete pavers placed on top of it. In some designs, called protected membrane roofs, the insulation is also placed over the membrane.

In ballasted systems, the membrane is attached to the roof only at the perimeters. It is held in place everywhere else by the weight of the gravel or concrete pavers placed on top of it. In some designs, called protected membrane roofs, the insulation is also placed over the membrane.

Ballasted systems have two advantages over other designs. First, problems arising from different thermal expansion and contraction rates between the membrane and other building components are avoided by separating the roof deck from the membrane. Second, because none of the roofing contractor’s time and materials need to be devoted to attaching the membrane to the deck, a loosely laid system is often less expensive than other systems.

Membranes in fully adhered systems are either self-adhesive or completely bonded with adhesive applied at the jobsite to the substrate (structural deck, insulation or vapor retarder). Light weight and resistant to wind uplift are this systems’ advantages. The amount of work involved in adhering the membrane to the substrate in a fully adhered system makes this type of roof one of the most costly.

There are two ways to install a partially adhered system, either the contractor can apply the adhesive in strips or spots, or the contractor can bond the membrane to plate-shaped fasteners attached to the deck.

In mechanically fastened systems, contractors attach the membrane with long-shank screws. The system offers light-weight wind uplift protection, but the point where the screw penetrates the membrane is vulnerable to tearing and water seepage.

**Single Ply Aids Reroofing**
A designer or building owner faced with a reroofing project may find that a single-ply system offers several important advantages. The system's light weight may make it possible to apply it directly over an existing roof, avoiding the time and
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- Energy Efficient
- Maintenance Free
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Wisconsin's notorious winters won't affect your building plans, if you consider our precast building system. We can help you with preliminary plans and budget development. Start today and your company will enjoy the advantages of a low maintenance new building as early as next spring. For more information contact our president, Tom Pilgrim.
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112 Applied Arts Building
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does not require heating to perform, although it may be heated slightly for handling ease.

Coating and adhesives are used either separately or in combination with reinforcing felts and fabrics to comprise the cold applied roofing system. Asphalt cutbacks, asphalt emulsions, refined coal tar coatings, aluminum pigmented asphalt and colored coatings are all options in this category.

Depending on the ingredients these are used as primers, finish or reflective coats, or tack coats to hold granule surfacing.

**Foam Roof System**

A spray-applied polyurethane foam roofing system can keep a building warm and dry. With an R-value of 7.14 the seamless, lightweight foam membrane resists heat transfer better than any other insulation currently available. And with spray applied primers and top coatings the foam system can seal out rain and snow.

Even though foam roofing provides several advantages over other types of roofing there have been problems with some installations, especially in the early years as contractors learned the proper application methods. Some of these failures were caused by environmental factors that were beyond human control, including heat, cold, humidity, rain, dew, wind, and ultraviolet radiation. As the industry has matured, however, it has learned to anticipate and work with these conditions.

In general, poor performance of a polyurethane foam roofing system can be traced to the use of improper or incompatible materials or to improper application. This is why the individual contractor is a key ingredient in a successful roofing system.
This is our final meeting of 1985 and I'd like to take a few minutes to summarize my impressions of what we've accomplished, not accomplished and what may be ahead.

I want you all to know that it has been a genuine honor for me to have worked with all of you this past year and to have served as president of the WSA. 1985 will be recorded as another successful page in the history of our organization due to the efforts of many people, not the least of whom is our outstanding executive, Eric Englund.

You may recall that back in September of 1984 I proposed an agenda of seven items for focus in 1985. My evaluation of the progress on those items is mixed. Let me review them and comment on them.

1. The first was ADVERTISING. We have, as you know, sponsored two spots a day all year long on the Wisconsin Public Radio Station FM network. In my opinion, this has been a worthwhile effort and expenditure that should be continued, although I suggest occasional revision to our message to keep it fresh.

2. Next on my list was PRICE COMPE TITION, now reworded to Qualification Based Selection (QBS). This has been the area of our most concentrated effort. The DOSFM monitoring, the September issue of the Wisconsin Architect, the Fall Workshop and many one-on-one contacts are some of those efforts. While we recognize that QBS is a continuing, on-going effort without an end point to measure against, we can definitely say that, One: we have made progress; Two: we are on the right track. QBS definitely deserves a large measure of our future concentration.

3. Also on my agenda was E & O INSURANCE. At that time it seemed we should consider a requirement to disclose E & O coverage and consider WSA sponsored underwriting. The disclosure requirement is under consideration by the Examining Board. E & O underwriting has turned out to be too big a problem for WSA, so we've turned it over to AIA. It may be too big for them also.

4. One of my personal interests was on the Agenda, which was ADVANCED CERTIFICATION. While my view that we as a profession have not done enough to distinguish our more competent specialty practitioners is still valid, it appears that this subject has not caught the interest of our membership. I like to think I'm ahead of the times on this and predict that we will sooner or later follow the other learned professions of medicine, law and accounting in this direction.

5. ENFORCEMENT was another agenda item. Our role in enforcement is that of an advisor to the enforcement agencies such as DILHR and the Department of Regulation and Licensing. We've met with both agencies several times and have encouraged them to enlarge their enforcement activities. The Department of Regulation and Licensing has promoted some legislation and activated a task force to develop more effective enforcement of rules and regulations. We must remain active in this area to assure that more enforcement programs are fair and reasonable.

6. A year ago, the prospect of hundreds of new GRADUATES entering the profession at the time of a shrinking market was a real concern. I'm not sure it is not still, or will re-occur, but certainly as business has picked up, we've found more critical issues to be concerned with. This deserves to be a national concern. Our efforts to get AIA and NCARB interested in this issue has met with formidable resistance.

7. The final item on my agenda was a proposal for periodic TESTING of architects and engineers on the current provision of the Wisconsin Building Code. I'm personally disappointed that our membership does not see this as a positive means to maintain professional competence, enhance public confidence in our profession and reduce professional liability exposures. Let me predict that re-testing will be a common requirement or option in the future.

So, you can see that 1985 was a year with some successes and some disappointments. On the whole, better than either the Packers or the Badgers.

Our 1986 Agenda will continue to emphasize QBS and Professional Liability Insurance, two huge issues that deserve our best efforts. These, and other subjects that Jim Miller will expand upon, will keep us all very busy next year.
This model also available as an operable unit. Models with regular domes are available for flat roofs with a 5" or a 9" PVC curb or built for mounting on a curb by others. The thermal barrier is greater than aluminum with thermal break and the white PVC blends easily with ceiling or sleeve walls.

ON THE HOOK?

Seeking an Associate or Looking for a New Position?

Try the WSA Job Bank

If you are looking for a new position or seeking an associate, the WSA Job Bank can help you. There is no charge for using the service.

If you have any questions or need more information about the service, call Sandra at the WSA office (Madison - 257-8477; Wisconsin - 1-800-362-3912.)
A recent article in the Milwaukee Sentinel points out the value of our School of Architecture at Milwaukee to the Wisconsin architectural community.

The article discusses the efforts of UW-M SARUP students during the summer in helping small Wisconsin cities plan new life for their downtowns. These students participate in the Small Towns Revitalization Program and offer assistance to the state's nearly 570 incorporated small towns—their populations are typically less than 50,000 each.

To date, 25 communities have received design assistance. The payoff to the students has been the opportunity to work on real-world problems. The payoff to the towns is that they get some help and fresh ideas in dealing with their community design and architectural problems. What do these students do? Of the 25 communities that have received help, six have made substantial physical changes, including scraping and painting of wood and metal work, cleaning and tuck pointing masonry, and removal of out-of-character signs and inappropriate modernizing materials. These changes usually include the addition of pedestrian amenities such as street furniture, cross walks, lighting, and plants.

Elroy, Wisconsin has apparently accomplished the most. In 1980 two UW-M SARUP students spent time working with the community development resource agent for Juneau County. Within weeks of their arrival, scraping and painting started taking place on the Main Street. Activity continued throughout the summer and for the next three summers. While the changes were modest in terms of expense, they resulted in a community facelift and an infectious desire to upgrade their community.

This effort speaks well for UW-M SARUP. It also speaks well for contemporary architects. We talk about the need for the public to better understand architecture and its role in contemporary society. We each try to do our own thing toward that goal—and UW-M SARUP is to be congratulated for a very substantial step in this direction.

Wisconsin architects who are aware of communities who can utilize this kind of support should contact Doug Ryhn or Dean Carl Patton at UW-M's architecture school.
Anyone who needs to stay current with the design industry in Wisconsin definitely reads Wisconsin Architect
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For more information, and the name of your nearest Wick dealer, call toll-free 1 800 356-9682. In Wisconsin, call 1 800 362-5457. Do it today.
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GOOD NEWS OR YOU DONT HAVE TO GO LOW TO GET IT

Barneveld School District decided they were going to bid for some architectural services. They sent a letter out to the “bidders.” The School District also contacted the WSA office seeking some assistance in selecting an architect. In response to this contact, the WSA office provided the School District with information pertaining to qualification based selection. This information was reviewed and the School District decided that it was in their best interest to utilize a two stepped selection process that involved first requesting statements of qualification and then interviewing three firms who would be shortlisted based upon a review of the information submitted by interested firms. The WSA office was asked to assist in preparing criteria to be utilized in evaluating the quality of the qualifications submitted by interested firms and to attend the interviews of the three shortlisted firms. The interviews primarily focused on the competence and qualifications of the three firms and the School District ultimately selected the design firm they felt was most competent to provide the services they need.

What happened to the bidding? It apparently fell between the cracks. The firm selected will be compensated at an hourly rate. While that rate is not available for public disclosure, it is certainly not a “low ball” figure and provides adequate compensation to provide the quality services that the School District needed.

BAD NEWS OR HOW LOW CAN YOU GO?

Did you hear the one about the Eau Claire County Highway Department? They needed A/E design and construction observations services for the remodeling of their County Airport Maintenance Building. Selection was purely on the basis of low bid. How low did they go?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm A</td>
<td>$2,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm B</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm C</td>
<td>$2,988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm D</td>
<td>$3,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm E</td>
<td>$4,750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YOUNG PRACTITIONERS FIELD DAY

A total of ten individuals attended the November 1, 1985 workshop hosted by Frank N. Carter, AIA. Participants traveled to Green Bay from various areas of Wisconsin including; Oshkosh, Sheboygan, Sister Bay, Mequon, La Crosse and Menominee.

The workshop began with homemade chocolate chip cookies and hot coffee to accompany our casual tour of Frank's office. Artifacts observed included the familiar drawing storage files, drafting equipment, blueprint machine, resource library and the essential xerox copy machine. Personal office touches were emphasized by Frank's pipe collection and his watercolor renderings, sparked no doubt by his recent studies at "The Clearing". Frank's office is definitely the most immaculately kept architectural office I have ever seen...not one thing out of place. How does he do it?

Following the tour, we regrouped for a round table discussion on the merits (and hazards) of solo architectural practice. Subjects discussed (to name a few) included: bare minimums of office survival, resource material, peer counsel, design, drafting, cash-flow, billing, record keeping, professionalism, contracts, and marketing. (Lucky Frank... he has never had to formally market his services over the years!) It was time to break out the beer and pretzels when the topic of discussion shifted to law suits and errors and omissions (E & O) insurance.

Ending the workshop was a personally guided tour of the rest of Frank's energy efficient-passive solar-double envelope house. Frank designed and built the structure three years ago. I was most impressed with his man-made escarpment and display of colorful ropes, tools, gadgets and climbing apparatus he uses to maintain and sharpen his climbing skills.

I would like to thank Frank Carter for hosting this workshop and WSA for developing this worthwhile program. I strongly encourage the continuance of this program, for it is refreshing and gratifying to interact with others who are truly excited about the practice of architecture.

David Holstrom
La Crosse, Wisconsin

1985/1986 "WSA/AIA GROUP PLAN FOR FIRMS" OPEN ENROLLMENT PERIOD ANNOUNCED

The "WSA/AIA Group Plan for Firms", which is also available to sole proprietors, can be purchased without health evidence between December 1, 1985 and January 31, 1986. Presently, approximately 25% of the active AIA firms nationally participate in the Design Professionals Group Insurance Plan of which the AIA Program is a part.
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Glass Blocks
Quality Glass Products since 1900

We carry a wide variety of designs. In addition to our standard glass block selection (partial sampling shown in pictures 1 & 2), we also offer a selection of European Design glass blocks (partial sampling shown in pictures 3 & 4). All of our glass blocks are available in clear glass and some are also available in goldtone.

ABC Supply Co., Inc.
815 S. Pioneer Rd.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
414-921-1222

Milwaukee Glass Block
2300 W. Lincoln Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53215
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Besides competitive rates, the program features an unusual and attractive service package including:

1. Forty-eight hour claims service
2. Toll Free telephone access to the insurance service organization for all of your employees
3. Convenient office hours — 8:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. central time
4. Hospital Identification Cards for employees and dependents that actually "guarantee" coverage for the first two days of hospital confinement
5. Current monthly billing
6. Portability of benefits among firms participating in the plan
7. Periodic distribution of cost control literature
8. Professional plan monitoring and control by the WSA Insurance Committee and the AIA Insurance Trustees

For further information on this benefit of AIA membership, please call Carolyn Himes or Diane Sommerville at 1-800-854-0491 toll free (Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.).

PEOPLE AND PLACES

DAVE V. UIHLEIN, JR., AIA, has formed the firm Uihlein Architects and serves as president of that firm. The firm specializes in architecture, interior design, and planning and is located at 322 East Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI 53202, Phone (414) 271-8899.

Widen Associates, LTD., the Milwaukee based Architecture and Planning Firm, has recently added KENNETH A. PRENGEL and JOHN M. FLOM as full partners.

The Milwaukee firm of Pfaller Herbst & Eppstein has been renamed HERBST, EPPSTEIN, KELLER & CHADEK, INC., to reflect recent changes. MARK A. PFALLER, FAIA, has left the firm, but continues in the private practice of architecture. R.G. KELLER, AIA, and ARTHUR C. CHADEK, AIA, have become principals in that firm. SAMUEL D. EPPSTEIN, AIA, will continue as president of the firm.

PAT FROST, AIA and JERRY RUBIN, AIA, are the proud parents of a baby boy, Arial Frost Rubin, born October 16, 1985.
BRING THE OUTDOORS IN ON YOUR OWN TERMS.

Marvin Tilt-Turn windows keep the elements out like no other windows can. They're tight. Very tight. And they really shine when the weather is more cooperative. They tilt in from the top, pulling cold air in; a design that is superior for ventilation. They also swing in from the side. A full 180° Which not only speeds cleaning and maintenance, but also provides safe exit in case of emergency.

BUILDERS WORLD, INC.
P.O. BOX 881, WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 53187
(414) 542-8883
(800) 242-2206

IMPORTANT NOTICE
FREE COMPUTER DESIGN SERVICE FOR MASONRY WALLS

THE WISCONSIN CONCRETE & PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION IS OFFERING A NEW SERVICE WHICH WILL ANALYZE OR DESIGN MASONRY WALLS FOR LOW, MID OR HIGH RISE BUILDINGS. THIS SERVICE IS OFFERED FREE TO DESIGN PROFESSIONALS—ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS— IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN.

DATA PROVIDED: The program will check resisting moments limited by steel stress, masonry stress and deflection of the wall. It also checks shear resistance limited by shear stress and bond strength and checks flexural compressive stresses, both allowable and actual. Once the stresses have been determined, the programs will check various masonry configurations to arrive at the configuration which would be the most economical construction.

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
414 251-4551
1-800-545-4141 Ext. 251
RICHARD H. WALTER, P.E.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WCPA
P.O. BOX 881 MENOMONEE FALLS WI 53051
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TRUSS FABRICATION PLANS — WHO STAMPS?

The WSA office continues to get calls from members concerned about the responsibility for stamping truss location plans.

It appears that the normal process is for the original plan submittal by the project A-E to include a truss location plan which is stamped by the project A-E. At the time that the project goes out to bid or is assigned to a truss fabricator, it also appears that in most instances the truss fabricator prepares stamped shop drawings pertaining to the truss fabrication, which are submitted to the project A-E and then to DILHR.

Problems apparently arise when the truss fabricator recommends or suggests a different truss configuration (location) from that shown on the A-E's original plans submitted to DILHR. There apparently are some truss fabricators who prepare a revised truss location plan based upon their recommendations. Based upon the information received by the WSA office, the truss manufacturers are not willing to place their stamp on the new truss location plan. They submit this new un-stamped plan to the project A-E, along with the stamped truss fabrication plans. The dilemma for the A-E is what to do with the new truss location plan???

Reviewing the rules of the Architects Registration Board, it appears to be unlawful for a project A-E to place their stamp on this new plan, prepared by others, outside their direct supervision and control. The truss fabricators have indicated an unwillingness to stamp this new plan. Who should stamp it?

The best advice we can provide is that under the current rules governing plan stamping that the project A-E must recheck all calculations dealing with the truss location and redraw the plan, prior to stamping that plan and resubmitting it to DILHR.

If you feel that this recommendation or conclusion is incorrect, inequitable, or in need of change . . . contact Eric at the WSA office.

MEMBERSHIP ACTION

IHDE MCCLENAGHAN, JERI, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

REBILLOT, BLANE, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

BRECHLIN, FRED, was approved for Associate Membership in the Northeast Wisconsin Chapter.

SORENSON, DAVID, was approved for AIA Membership in the Northwest Wisconsin Chapter.
1. The Grand Avenue
   275 West Wisconsin Avenue
   Architects: Elbasani Logan and Severin
   1982

2. Marine Bank Plaza
   111 East Wisconsin Avenue
   Architects: Harrison and Abramovitz
   1961

3. Marshall and Ilsley Bank Building
   780 North Water Street
   Architects: Johnson Wagner Ilsley and Widen
   1968

4. 411 Building
   411 East Wisconsin Avenue
   Architects: Harry Weese and Associates
   1985

5. Pfister Hotel Tower
   424 East Wisconsin Avenue
   Architects: Rosche Schroeder Spansy and Associates
   1965

6. IBM Building
   611 East Wisconsin Avenue
   Architects: Harry Weese and Associates
   1965

7. First Wisconsin Center
   777 East Wisconsin Avenue
   Architects: Skidmore, Owings and Merrill
   1973

8. Northwestern Mutual Life Place
   800 East Wisconsin Avenue
   Architects: Poor Sawneke Hayden Connell in association with Sasaki Associates
   1979

9. Milwaukee County War Memorial Center and the Milwaukee Art Museum
   750 North Lincoln Memorial Drive
   Architect: Eero Saarinen and Associates
   1957
   Art Museum Extension
   Architect: Kahler, Slater and Fitzhugh Scott
   1975

10. Regency House Condominiums
    929 North Aster Street
    Architect: Joel Hillman
    1969

11. Kilbourn Row Houses
    800 East Kilbourn Avenue
    Architects: Chrysalis of Wisconsin
    1985

12. Office on the Square and Shaps on Jefferson Street
    770/788 North Jefferson Street
    Architects: Jordan Miller
    1975
Milwaukee’s new architecture:

The oldest building included on this trail is the Milwaukee Art Museum designed in 1957 by Eero Saarinen and Associates. Examples of other nationally prominent architect are also evident including works by Harry Weese and Associates, Skidmore Owings and Merrill, Helmut Jahn, Perkins and Will and Harrison and Abramovitz. Augmenting this list is the substantial contribution of work by Wisconsin architects who collectively have produced many buildings of national stature.

The downtown trail highlights some of the achievements from this resurgence of city building. It can be walked comfortably in a few hours and is set out as a circuit that can be walked in either direction. It starts and finishes at the Grand Avenue with Cathedral Square at its mid-point.
a downtown trail
3. Walter Schroeder Library
   Milwaukee School of Engineering
   500 East Kilbourn Avenue
   Architects: Kahler, Slater and Scott
   1980

4. Fred Loock Engineering Center
   Milwaukee School of Engineering
   400 East Kilbourn Avenue
   Architects: Kahler, Slater and Scott
   1966

15. Juneau Village Housing
    North Jackson Avenue
    Architect: Irving Solomon and John Buenz
    1965-1971

16. Courtyard Square
    1108 North Milwaukee Avenue
    Architects: HSR Associates
    1984

17. Plaza East
    900 North Broadway Street
    Architects: Helmut Jahn
    1984

18. MGIC Plaza
    250 East Kilbourn Avenue
    Architects: Skidmore Owings and Merrill
    1972

19. The Performing Arts Center
    929 North Water Street
    Architects: Harry Weese and Associates
    1969

20. Riverside Townhouses
    1100 North Edison Street
    Architects: William Wenzler and Associates
    1984

21. Hyatt Regency Hotel
    333 West Kilbourne Avenue
    Architects: Py-Vavra
    1980

22. Time Insurance Building
    515 West Wells Street
    Architects: Blake, Wirth and Associates
    1971

23. Henry S. Reuss Federal Plaza
    310 West Wisconsin Avenue
    Architects: Perkins and Will
    1983

24. Blue Cross Building
    401 West Michigan Street
    Architects: Brust-Zimmermann Inc.
    1977
a downtown trail
During the past twenty years Milwaukee's downtown area has undergone a renaissance that has brought about drastic changes and substantially altered its character. The deterioration that had been occurring in the 1950's and 1960's has not only been checked but has been dramatically reversed.

With the success of the Grand Avenue, downtown is again a regional retail center. Government, cultural, recreational and, most recently, residential facilities have been rejuvenated and expanded. Projects that are currently underway or at the planning stage provide the promise that the renaissance will continue into the future.

Included in this rebuilding is the work of many enterprising and imaginative architects who have risen to the difficult challenges of an urban site and the client's brief. Also included are buildings that have led to considerable debate in both professional and lay circles over their appropriateness in the context of the city, their site planning, their building design or their internal organization. But taken together, these buildings provide excellent examples of twentieth-century architecture in an urban context.
What's the difference between a roof window and a skylight?

The difference is very straightforward. A roof window opens and pivots so both glass surfaces can be cleaned from inside. A skylight does not pivot for cleaning. Of course, there is a difference in quality and value among manufacturers. But, a simple comparison of features, quality and price will show you why VELUX, with 44 years of experience and craftsmanship, is the world leader.

In addition to our four distinctive models, VELUX provides precision-engineered prefabricated flashings to make installation easy and weathertight. We also offer quick delivery and a full range of optional accessories and glazing.

To learn more about the difference and the possibilities, write for our free 24-page full-color brochure, "The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights."

VELUX The world leader in roof windows and skylights.

Mail this coupon. We'll send you a free copy of "The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights" and a price list within 24 hours.

VELUX-AMERICA INC.
P.O. Box 1107
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

FREE 24-page full-color brochure.

Name:_________________  Address:_________________
City/State/Zip:_________
Fomebords Company has developed a new high tech hotwire unit, designed for cutting letters and graphics from polystyrene foam panels and blocks. The SlideGuide cutting deck facilitates easy and exact cutting of straight edges; cutting width is set by sliding the cutting deck into position. The SlideGuide’s polished chrome surface minimizes drag when moving foam blocks and allows the operator better control during cutting. For perfect circles and curves, the FomeShaperMachine is equipped with a pivot point attachment which allows foam panels to be rotated into the cutting wire at a uniform radius from the center. The distance of the radius is set by sliding the SlideGuide cutting deck.

For more information, contact Fomebords Company, 2211 North Elston Ave., Chicago, IL 60644 800-362-6267.

Stone Enterprises has introduced “D.A.” or “DESIGNERS AID,” a new system helping designers and architects in the creation of drawings. “D.A.” simplifies drawing effort by having instruments directly attached to the drawing board, virtually accessible to all points on the board by its unique design.

For more information, contact Stone Enterprises, P.O. Box 7200, Suite 162, Costa Mesa, CA 92628 714-646-0447.

Safco Products Company introduces durable steel roll files with an anti-racking design to provide high volume storage for materials too large to store flat. Square fiberboard compartments with protective aluminum edging provide easy access to rolled materials. Reversible piano-hinge doors allow right or left hand opening for versatile organization and increased convenience. Other features include a convenient identification grid, four dimples on each file for secure stacking and an optional metal base. The file is available in four tube lengths and two tube sizes, 3-1/8” and 2-3/4”, in cabinets measuring 15-7/8 x 15-7/8 x 36; 15-7/8 x 15-7/8 x 44 inches.

For more information, contact Safco Products Company, 9300 West Research Center Rd, New Hope, MN 55428 612-536-6700.